
Introduction 

World Book Day is for a “worldwide celebration of books and reading”. The 

organisation in the UK has secured generous sponsorship from National Book Tokens 

Ltd., who provide a £1 voucher for millions of children across the country to put towards 

buying a book. I remember my own book tokens when I was at school and how 

seriously I took the business of selecting a book! 

There are very few ideas more noble in education than World Book Day. It is the 

perfect opportunity to promote a love of reading for children across the ages. As an 

author, a publisher, a teacher and a reader, it is one of the days in the school calendar 

which I really look forward to. 

Several schools and youth organisations encourage children to spend the day dressed 

as their favourite character from books. This is a wonderful opportunity for children to 

explore their imagination through structured make-believe, but it is not without its 

challenges. 

Many parents feel a lot of pressure to come up with these costumes, whether because 

of constraints on time or cost. The Scottish Government have dedicated a lot of effort 

and resources to making sure that pupils from lower-income backgrounds are not 

disadvantaged at school, and this book is just a small contribution to that effort. 

People across the UK are still facing economic hardship after years of austerity 

measures, which has meant an increase in the use of Foodbanks and a severe rise in 

families living in poverty. If you’re feeling the strain this World Book Day, then this book 

was written for you. It contains ten boys’ costumes and ten girls’ costumes from 

literature, all of which use things you will probably have lying around the house. 

Boys’ costumes are listed first and then girls’ costumes (“b” comes before “g” in the 

alphabet!) and they are listed in order of age, starting with costumes suitable for Early 

Years and going up to costumes for P7 children. The costumes are designed for 

children of all ethnic backgrounds and abilities – most authors do not specify these 

things unless it is essential to the plot of the story.  

This book has been written to be free to anyone who could benefit from it. Please feel 

free to pass it on to anyone you know who would like it.  



Crowvus supports local libraries, which provide free reading opportunities for people 

of all ages. 

All the very best, 

Judith 

 

Cover Photo by Victoria Borodinova. 

This book is unofficial and not affiliated to World Book Day in any way. 

  



Dave  

Dogger 

Author: Shirley Hughes 

Publisher: The Bodley Head 

Year: 1977 

Best bit: the relationship between Bella and Dave, and just how much love there is 

between siblings. 

Costume: Shirley Hughes is not just an author, she is one of the greatest illustrators 

of the last one hundred years, so we recommend that you’re faithful to her illustrations 

as well as her writing. 

Think about dressing your little Dave in a stripy (or spotty, but definitely unbranded) t-

shirt along with some shorts. If you want a finishing touch, why not add the soft-toy 

dog if you have one? 

Cost: £0 

  



Bernard 

Not Now, Bernard 

Author: David McKee 

Publisher: Andersen 

Year: 1980 

Best bit: it’s one of those books that upsets the adults a lot more than it upsets the 

kids, as it inspires anyone who lives or works with children to start questioning whether 

they’re giving their little ones enough time. But, for the children, the fact that Mum and 

Dad don’t realise that they’re talking to a monster is just hilarious! 

Costume: no pressure for this one! Bernard can be wearing whatever you have in the 

cupboard. In the book, he’s wearing a jumper, jeans and trainers. Your little one will 

love going to school as Bernard, and they are all things you’ll have in the cupboard. 

Cost: £0 

  



A Boy 

The Snowman 

Author: Raymond Briggs 

Publisher: Hamish Hamilton 

Year: 1978 

Best bit: before the beautiful television film and the subsequent sequel and marketing 

drive came along, this was just a delightful, wordless tale of friendship and adventure.  

Costume: The Snowman comes alive at the stroke of midnight, so of course the boy 

is just wearing his pyjamas and dressing gown. Absolutely perfect for an easy 

costume! 

If you wanted to, you could update the costume by swapping the pyjamas and dressing 

gown for a onesie – but remember that can make toilet trips a bit tricky! 

Cost: £0 

  



Charlie Bucket 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

Author: Roald Dahl 

Publisher: Alfred A Knopf (original publisher) 

Year: 1964 

Best bit: that’s a tough one as this book is jam-packed full of hilarious and heart-

warming moments. The best bit though? When Charlie doesn’t get a Golden Ticket in 

his birthday chocolate bar, only to find one after he’s given up hope. 

Costume: Charlie’s family are very poor. In fact, it’s the most important thing you know 

about them from the beginning. Old clothes, hand-me-downs, anything that isn’t new 

or branded will be perfect. 

Get your child involved in this one and ask them to make a Golden Ticket out of some 

cardboard from a cereal box, to finish off the costume. 

Cost: £0 

  



Eric Chant (Cat) 

Charmed Life 

Author: Diana Wynne Jones 

Publisher: Macmillan Publishers 

Year: 1977 

Best bit: the moment when Chrestomanci comes to Cat’s rescue after the boy strikes 

a match and bursts into magical flames. What a hero! 

Costume: this book is set in a parallel world, so you can be a bit imaginative. It seems 

to be mostly based around Edwardian times, but nothing too definite so it’s up to you. 

We would suggest a plain shirt (even a school shirt would do) and light-coloured 

trousers, although the only real requirement is no denim! You could add a dark coat if 

it’s cold or swap the trousers for plain shorts on a warmer day. 

Cost: £0 

  



Nobody Owens 

The Graveyard Book 

Author: Neil Gaiman 

Publisher: Bloomsbury 

Year: 2008 

Best bit: Silas brooding over his undeadness and wishing he were able to take part in 

the Danse Macabre with the hauntingly beautiful Lady on the Grey. 

Costume: Bod lives in a graveyard and, for the first few years of his life, wears nothing 

but a shroud. When he's a bit older though, he decides it's time to start wearing real 

clothes ahead of going out into the world. 

For this boy's costume, you need some baggy old men's jeans (you could tie them up 

with garden twine) and an old men's coat with the sleeves rolled up. In other words, 

you could just raid Granddad's wardrobe! 

Cost: £0 

  



Danny 

Danny, the Champion of the World 

Author: Roald Dahl 

Publisher: Jonathan Cape 

Year: 1975 

Best bit: Danny and his dad are more than just father and son: they are best friends. 

When Dad doesn’t come home one night, Danny must summon up the courage to go 

to his rescue. 

Costume: Danny lives in a gypsy caravan in a wood. He doesn’t want to be wearing 

any fancy clothes. Just pop your child in a jumper and jeans, and think about providing 

a sack or a plain bag for putting “pheasants” (material rolled up roughly into pheasant 

shapes) in.  

Make sure the bag can’t come open and spoil the effect! 

Cost: £0 

  



Harry Potter 

Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone 

Author: JK Rowling 

Publisher: Bloomsbury 

Year: 1997 

Best bit: the importance of friendship in securing victory against evil. The book may 

be called "Harry Potter" but the title character wouldn't have got very far without his 

friends. 

Costume: remember, before Harry got whisked off to Diagon Alley and bought all his 

robes for Hogwarts, he was just the "poor relation" who slept under the stairs and wore 

his cousin's baggy hand-me-downs. 

For this boy's costume, you just need some old baggy clothes and a dash of facepaint 

(or even carefully applied lipstick) to draw a lightning scar on Harry's forehead. 

Cost: £0 

  



Lloyd Hunter 

The Demon Headmaster 

Author: Gillian Cross 

Publisher: Oxford University Press 

Year: 1982 

Best bit: when Lloyd, Harvey and the gang decide that they can trust Dinah enough 

to allow her to join them in S.P.L.A.T., even though she’s not like them. 

Costume: Lloyd is usually in his school uniform, not surprisingly given that most of the 

book is set in school. He’s not one of the immaculately dressed ones though (the 

Others), so we would suggest that he’s wearing his tie loose and halfway down his 

shirt.  

Your child probably doesn’t want to be in their school uniform on a non-uniform day 

though, so have a hunt to see if you have a plain jumper or blazer in the house 

somewhere which he could wear instead. 

Cost: £0 

  



Jordan Warden (Joe) 

Granny 

Author: Anthony Horowitz 

Publisher: Walker Books Ltd 

Year: 1994 

Best bit: the noble self-sacrifice of Mrs Jinks after Granny arranges for her to be 

munched alive by police dogs. Or is all as it seems? 

Costume: Joe is from a pretty well-to-do family, it’s just such a shame that his parents 

aren’t particularly interested in him and his Granny is a veritable monster. 

Bearing in mind that this book is set in the mid-1990s, it probably calls for jeans and a 

t-shirt with the necessary baseball cap, all of which are probably lying around in the 

cupboards somewhere.  

Cost: £0 

  



Rosie Jane 

Rosie Jane and the Swodgerump 

Author: Susan Crow 

Publisher: Crowvus 

Year: 2019 

Best bit: the idea that what looks like a rotten apple core may be so much more – an 

important but fun lesson for children about not going away with strangers. 

Costume: Rosie Jane is just your average little girl, perhaps just a bit naughtier! In the 

illustrations, she’s shown as wearing a green t-shirt and blue jeans, but really anything 

you have in your cupboard would work. 

To finish off the costume, why not include a bucket and spade, ready for your Rosie 

Jane to head down to the beach and watch the mermaids! If you don’t have a real 

bucket and spade, you can always cut one out of cardboard and get your little one to 

paint or colour it. 

Cost: £0  

  



Katie Morag 

Katie Morag’s Island Stories 

Author: Mairi Hedderwick 

Publisher: Red Fox Picture Books 

Year: 2010 

Best bit: the way in which Mairi Hedderwick brings the fictional Island of Struay to life 

is enough to tug at the heartstrings of anyone who has ever lived in a remote 

community. Here, adventures are small-scale, but they couldn’t be more fun. 

Costume: Katie Morag needs her jumper – a Fair Isle-style Christmas Jumper would 

do fine – and her wellies. Let’s face it, she just wouldn’t be Katie Morag without her 

wellies, just like our youngest Crow! 

A tartan skirt would be great, but I don’t think it’s a must. Just any plain or checked 

skirt would be absolutely fine. 

Cost: £0 

  



Bessie (Beth in later editions) 

The Enchanted Wood 

Author: Enid Blyton 

Publisher: George Newnes 

Year: 1939 

Best bit: all sorts of harmless, Enid Blyton adventure in this story! The different lands 

that the children visit will have something for everyone, and maybe some not-so-nice 

bits to keep them on their toes! 

Costume: Like most children in Enid Blyton stories, the children in this series of books 

never seem to go to school (although sometimes school is referenced as something 

that happened before the holidays!).  

Enid Blyton was writing at the time when little girls wore dresses called “frocks” and 

knee socks. A school pinafore or an old party dress would do perfectly. 

Cost: £0 

  



Sophie 

The BFG 

Author: Roald Dahl 

Publisher: Jonathan Cape 

Year: 1982 

Best bit: this was the first ever novel I did with my own class. I’m so glad it was, 

because I remembered just what a genius story it is. The best bit must be when the 

BFG and Sophie are sitting down to breakfast with Queen Elizabeth II. 

Costume: Sophie is snatched by the BFG after she wakes up in the middle of the 

night to see him blowing dreams into the rooms of the children in the house opposite. 

She is wearing a nightie throughout most of the book. 

Bear in mind, it might be cold so the addition of a dressing gown could be required. If 

you’re sticking with just a nightie then be sure your little girl is wearing a vest and 

leggings underneath to keep warm! 

Cost: £0 

  



Lucy Pevensie 

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe 

Author: C. S. Lewis 

Publisher: Geoffrey Bles 

Year: 1950 

Best bit: the anticipation that builds up surrounding the imminent appearance of 

Aslan. He does not disappoint when you finally get to meet him. 

Costume: Lucy is the youngest of the four Pevensie children, who are evacuated to 

the country during the Second World War. As with Carrie Willow, a plain dress (or 

pinafore) and knee socks are ideal, along with the typical side-parting. 

You could complete the costume by helping your child make a small dagger out of 

cereal box cardboard and including a little bottle (a decorated plastic bottle would work 

a treat) full of healing elixir. These are Lucy’s gifts from Father Christmas. 

Cost: £0 

  



Matilda Wormwood 

Matilda 

Author: Roald Dahl 

Publisher: Jonathan Cape 

Year: 1988 

Best bit: even though her parents are either being horrible to her or ignoring her 

completely – and her headteacher is a monster – Matilda is very open to friendships 

and love, as shown by her relationships with Lavender and Miss Honey. 

Costume: the iconic image of Matilda comes from the 1996 film directed by Danny 

Devito and with Mara Wilson playing the title character. She is shown wearing a blue 

dress and a red ribbon or headband. If you’ve got these things then it’s a great 

costume, but it’s not the only Matilda in town! 

Much of Matilda is set in school, so it’s another chance to just create your own version 

of school uniform. Matilda is a little bookworm, so be sure to give her a book to hold 

under her arm. The Complete Works of Shakespeare or War and Peace would work 

nicely! 

Cost: £0 

  



Bessie Townsley 

Wee Bessie 

Author: David G. Pullar 

Publisher: Hott Press 

Year: 2019 

Best bit: Wee Bessie is the story of David G. Pullar’s great-granny, Betsy Whyte, 

whose autobiography, Yellow on the Broom, introduced people to the way-of-life of 

Scotland’s travelling folk. This book provides the opportunity for that education to begin 

in childhood. 

Costume: although Bessie’s story is taking place some time ago, her costume is 

relatively simple. She is shown as wearing a blue dress and red cardigan, but any 

combination of dress and cardigan would be fine, although we would recommend 

sticking to block colours if possible. 

Bessie’s companion is Ricky, her Border Collie. If you have a stuffed toy that would 

work, then what a finishing touch that would be! Not a necessity though! 

Cost: £0 

  



Sara Crewe 

A Little Princess 

Author: Frances Hodgson Burnett  

Publisher: Charles Scribner’s Sons 

Year: 1905 

Best bit: after an evening of being bullied and abused by the tyrannical Miss Minchin, 

Sara’s situation is improved by her kind neighbour and his enigmatic servant, Ram 

Dass. 

Costume: this is the oldest book in our collection and was actually published even 

earlier than 1905 in serial form. Back in the Victorian era, the well-to-do wore floor-

length dresses, but poor little Sara has lost her fortune and wears clothes which are 

too small for her. 

A black dress (or black pinafore with long-sleeved black top underneath) would be 

ideal for turning your girl into Sara Crewe. Sara’s only constant companion is a doll 

called Emily, so a doll is essential for finishing off this outfit. 

Cost: £0 

  



Freya  

Taking Wing 

Author: Clemency Crow 

Publisher: Crowvus 

Year: 2019 

Best bit: in their determination to find the truth behind a centuries-old 

misunderstanding, Freya and her friends find themselves in a haunted abbey, where 

the ghost of a Saxon queen is protected by other, more terrifying spectres. 

Costume: Freya is proud of the fact that she’s sensible enough to be trusted with a 

job, even though she’s only 12.  

Some smart-casual and age-appropriate clothes would be perfect for dressing up as 

her. Probably avoid jeans, but trousers or a skirt would work fine. 

Cost: £0 

  



Carrie Willow 

Carrie’s War 

Author: Nina Bawden 

Publisher: Victor Gollancz Ltd 

Year: 1973 

Best bit: the moment where Auntie Lou attempts to draw Mr Evan’s anger onto herself 

to protect the young evacuees. Always an emotional display of affection from a 

character who avoided any kind of conflict. 

Costume: Carrie is an evacuee in the Second World War, so her costume wants to 

reflect that. Think about a plain dress or a pinafore over a long-sleeved shirt, with knee 

socks and black shoes. 

One of the classic styles for girls in WW2 was the side-parting. Brush your girl’s hair 

into a side-parting and tie it with a piece of ribbon (you could use a hair bobble too if 

that helps!). 

Cost: £0 

  



Got more than one child to dress up?  

 

How about some of the characters from… 

 

Peter Pan (J.M. Barrie):  

The Darling children just need pyjamas and dressing gowns, and the Lost Boys can 

wear just about anything providing it’s practical and will stand some rough-and-tumble! 

 

The Oxford Reading Tree Series (Roderick Hunt):  

Biff, Chip, Kipper, Wilf, Wilma… these are characters many of us know and love from 

our own childhood, as well as still being very popular now. Any contemporary clothes 

will do fine, and think about accessorising with a “magic” key made from cereal box 

cardboard. 

 

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt (Michael Rosen):  

Time to get ready for the great outdoors if you’re dressing your children for this 

particular adventure story! Jumpers, hats, wellies or walking boots are perfect for a 

bear hunt. You could include a book about bears, or a pair of binoculars made from 

two toilet rolls stuck together and hanging on a string.  


